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Suppose R is a Noetherian domain. Then a quasi-multiplication 
ƒ: R-+R is a function ƒ such that ƒ(x) E (#), for all #E-R. A function 
ƒ: i?—>i? such that df(a, x) =f(a+x)—f(a) is a quasi-multiplication, 
is #-differentiable at a. In [l] we studied quasi-multiplications on 
general i?~modules, R commutative. In particular, we obtained some 
criteria for a submodule to be an analytic continuation submodule, 
i.e. a submodule such that the only everywhere differentiate exten
sion of 0 on the submodule to the module is 0. It is shown (and clear) 
that an additive map is everywhere g-differentiable if and only if it is 
a quasi-multiplication. 

In this paper we show that if R is a Noetherian domain, then the 
set of everywhere differentiate automorphisms is a normal subgroup 
of the group of automorphisms of R. With these automorphisms one 
can duplicate to a certain extent the constructions made with analytic 
automorphisms on complete discrete valuation rings. In particular, 
one can define analogues of the pseudo-ramification groups and the 
groups of strongly inertial automorphisms. We show that in a Noeth
erian domain every nonzero ideal is an analytic continuation ideal 
relative to the everywhere g-differentiable automorphisms, i.e. every 
automorphism of a nonzero ideal which is everywhere g-differentiable 
has a unique extension to an everywhere g-differentiable auto
morphism on the entire domain. As a consequence we see that if the 
ideal is an analytic continuation ideal, then these automorphisms can 
only be extended to automorphisms if we permit extensions out of 
the collection of everywhere g-differentiable maps on R. 

The Groups GR, G{5J, GQ), G5. If R is a Noetherian domain and if 
05^(0) is an ideal, then we define the following sets: 

GR= {<r\ <r is an automorphism and a quasi-multiplication}, 

G[a\ = {er E GR I <r(x) — x E à for all x E R}, 

G<5> = {o- E GR I <T(X) = u(x)x, u{x) E 1 + à for all x E R}. 

The set G^ is defined as GR. 

THEOREM 1. If Gis the group of automorphisms on Rf then 

GR < G, G{«) < GRi G(t) < GR. 
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PROOF. Suppose <r(x)~u(x)x. Then since cr(x)E(x)t we have a 
chain of ideals 

(*) C Or1**)) C • • • C (<r*(*)) C • • • 

The ascending chain condition gives an integer n such that (cr~w(#)) 
= (<rn-l(x)). Let y = cr-n-l(x). Then (y)^(cr(y))=cr((y)) and (y) 
~<rm(y) for all m. Thus, w = # + l , w+2 implies (x) —<r((x)) =* (<r(x)). 
If we let x—p(x)<r(x), cr1(x)—o"-"1((x))x^v(x)x and GB is a group. 

Since (#) = (<r(x)) = (w (#)#), we have p(x)u(x) = 1 and w(x) is a unit 
(«(0) = 1), while v(x)=-a"1([u(x)]-1)=[u((r-1(x))]-\ and o-^C*)) 

Now suppose TEG, <TCZ.GR. Since r(l) == 1, r maps units onto units. 
Hence, TGT~l(x)~T(u(T~l(x))T~l(x))~TUT~l(x)-xt and since ur~~l(x) 
is a unit, rwr""1^) is a unit. Thus, G#<] G. 

If <rÇ:G{a), then <7((7"~1(x))—cr"*1(x)G5 and c^GGu). Furthermore, 
if TEGR, r(a) = â and, hence, T(rr~H#)~#=T{^(r~K#))~r"~10*:)} £ # 
and G{d)< GR. 

If <rGG<(ï>, we write tt(ff) = l+a(x) . Then *;(#) = [1+Ö(<7"~1(^))]~1 

and v(x) — l— —a(<r"1(x))[l+a((r'1(x))]'ml
1 and so v(^)Gl+5, i.e. 

cr^EG^. Similarly, if TE.GR, then TUT^1(x) = l+T(a(T^1(x))-l 
+i>(a(r~1(#))a(r~1(x))Gl+#, and G^EGR, which concludes the 
proof. 

Now, if CTEGR, then cr(#) = â and, hence, <r| (jGGj. We have a map
ping 0 defined by 0(<r) ==<r| <j. Clearly, 0 is a homomorphism. 

THEOREM 2. TAe mapping <f> is an isomorphism </>: GR-^GI. 

PROOF. If XG-R, then <r(Xa) = or(X)<r(a), and hence if <r\ â is the iden
tity, <r(X#)=Xa = cr(X)a, whence <r(X)=X. 

Now, if crEGâ} define cr: i?-»i? by o*(X)=w(Xa)[w(a)]~1X. 
Since aQ^aaf)/<r(}<aaf) — l—uÇKa)u{a,)/uÇKa,)u{a)1 it follows that 

the definition of <r is independent of the choice of a G #, as long as 
a?^0. Now <r(Xi+X2) =w(Xia+X2dO [w(a)]""x(Xi+X2). Computing 
uÇK\a+\t,a) from (r(Xi#+X2öO, we find u(\ia+\2a) ~ (uÇkia)\% 
+«(X2fl)X2)(Xi+X2), and thus a-(Xi+X2)==o,(Xi)+(7(X2). Similarly, 
<r(XiX2) =w(XiX2a

2) [w(a2)]""1XiX2 = w(Xia)w(X2a) [w(a)]~2XiX2 = <r(Xi)(r(X2). 
Now let cr^GGj be the inverse of cr on â. Then o,~1(X)=f(Xa) 

• [flfaOj-̂ X is the extension of a""1 to J?. Then a,(cr'1(X))==w(cr"1(X)a) 
• [wCöOhV-1^) -*(<r-l(X)a) [ « ( a ) ] - 1 ^ ) K a ) ] " ^ . 

We assert that 

«((r-HXj^^CaJh^CX^tKa)]-1 = 1, 

whence cr(crl(X)) =X and CTEGR. 

tCz.Gr
tE.Gr
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A computation yields 

^(a-KXV) [u(a*)]-h>(\G)*\v{o*)]-1 

= u(<r~l(\a*)[l - ( ^ H a - 1 ^ 2 ) ^ ^ 2 ) ] - 1 ^ ^ 2 ) ] ^ ^ ^ 1 

- crC^KX^tl - (a*)Hka«)h lX- 1 

« XacrCcrKaîKa1)!-1)^)]-^-1 

» <r(«(cr1(al))fl-1(*f))kfl,)hl 

«<r(a')[<r(a*)H 

- 1 , 

and the theorem follows. 

COROLLARY 1. If b'QR is a nonzero ideal, then u: &'—>l+â implies 
u: R->l+â. 

PROOF. For b&', we write u(b)=*l+a(b). Then uÇk)u(b)=*uÇkb) 
= 1 +a(\b) and u(K) [u(b) - 1 ] + (u(K)-1) ~uÇkb)-1 «a(X6), whence 
w(X)-l=a(\6)~w(X)a(6)G& 

COROLLARY 2. Gwew a Noetherian domain i?, aw ideal öQR, #5*(0) 
is aw analytic continuation ideal if and only if some automorphism 
crÇzGfi has a unique, everywhere differentiable extension to an auto
morphism GÇZGR. If it is an analytic continuation ideal, every <rÇzGa 

has such a unique extension. 

REMARKS. In the case R is a complete discrete valuation ring, 
GR~G, G{(rf)~Gn, and (?<(*)»>»5n. Also, R has no analytic con
tinuation ideals since (7r) is not an analytic continuation ideal. This 
is so because 5, given by 8(x)~ {0 if # E ( T ) , X if x^iw)}, is every
where g-differentiable. On the other hand, using a technique similar 
to the proof of Theorem 9 [l], one shows that every nonzero ideal in 
Z is an analytic continuation ideal. If pQR is a prime ideal, there is 
an extension map #: GR-^GR^, which is a monomorphism. This map 
induces monomorphisms G[â)-~>G[â^}t G$)-*G(a~), where in the latter 
case if f)n(âp)n = (0), we may write 

/ x \ °° 
al — ) - a(x) + £ (-iyu(x)a(yy, 
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the convergence being a consequence of the existence of the injection 

For <r(EG{a) and # « ( a ) a principal ideal, it follows that if a(x) 
= x+a-A(x), A induces a derivation on R/(a). In particular, if 
R/(a) has no nontrivial derivations G{â} = G[â

2} and hence by induc
tion G{â}~G{â

m} for all m. Hence, if f|#n=s:(0), G[a}**G{o} = l, the 
identity map, and G{&/} = 1 for all ideals brQ.à. The group G{â\ is the 
kernel of the map GR-*GR/$. 
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